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Dear Readers,
Wishing you all a very Happy and prosperous Diwali!
We begin this year with a sense of hope and anticipation to reach
out to more children and help them live a healthy and dignified
life. Looking back on our journey of these three months, it has
been quite an eventful time.
This newsletter highlights our successful event of 'Hunt for the
Secret Superstar,' along with many more of our events.
We are extremely grateful to all our supporters and donors for
their remarkable aid in helping us in 'Spreading Smiles, Miles, and
Miles.'
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Message From Founder
CA PAYAL SARDA RATHI

"Not everyone
is as

privileged as
we are and

therefore, we
must help
those who
need us.”

 

Dear Team and Supporters,

I write this message to you with teary eyes. We have successfully
completed one of our most prominent and important projects, Hunt
for the Secret Superstar, and it was only possible due to your
constant support. We also thank Silver Group and the Police
Commissionerate of Pimpri-Chinchwad for their endless and
unflinching moral support and assistance.

The end of one chapter is just the beginning of another one, and as
this Hunt ends, it has paved the way for other Hunt for the Secret
Superstars in other fields. We hope to have different versions of
this extended project, like Hunt for the Secret Superstar in Sports,
Dance, Education, Art, etc. Even though this is currently just an idea,
it is also a dream written down with a date, which is slowly
becoming our goal. This goal will be soon broken down into steps to
become our plan, our plan backed by action, and your support will
become our reality!

The future is uncertain and it isn't fair to leave the past
unaddressed. And thus, I thank you all from the bottom of my heart
to help in making all our past ideas a reality. Thank you for
becoming a part of our team of Changemakers, and contributing big
or small. You help us make our motto possible every single day,
'Spreading Smiles, for Miles and Miles.'
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Editorial
ARTI  SARDA SOMANI

"To offer is to
present

something to
God" 

Very recently I had a small banter with my family on a whatsapp group on whether we
should use "donation" as a word for an act of giving help or "offering". I insisted offering
while others preferred donation. Though the literal meaning of both is almost the same
but somehow to donate sounds more self important to me. Anyway when life gives you
questions you don't ponder much, you just google ;)

And here is what google says;
To offer is to present (something) to god as a gesture of worship, or for a sacrifice while
donate is to make a donation; to give away something of value to support or contribute
towards a cause or for the benefit of another.

Reading the above, my conviction about the same became even stronger.

When I try to help anyone less privileged or needy, it's more of my need to share or give
rather than theirs to take it. When we share or sacrifice a little of what we have with
others it is no less than worshipping God and thanking him for the privileges that we
enjoy.

Very often we think when we give something to someone we are empowering them... But
in reality when you give, it leaves you with a feeling of being more empowered. 
The fact that you can make difference to someone will make you feel more empowered
and more happier. 

So whether you want to call it as as donation or offering or sharing, I leave that to your
best judgement but all I wish to say let's get empowered this festive season. Add sparkle
to someone's life. Show your magnanimity and generosity. Give more. And remember
giving is not just about making a donation/offering. It is about making difference!!!

Wishing you an empowered Diwali and a magnanimous new year!!! 
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Grand Finale:
HUNT FOR THE SECRET SUPERSTAR
21ST AUGUST ,  2021

Even if you
can’t dance,

you can
shake your

body. Even if
you can’t

sing, you can
make some

noise."

BACKGROUND

Hunt for the Secret Superstar was an innovative project by Care for
You that aimed at showcasing the extraordinary talent that is hidden
in the children of each orphanage of Maharashtra.

The competition was a kaleidoscopic amalgam of different children
from different walks of life, connected by the socio-economic
disparities that they face. Every child was unique in their way and
their individuality is expressed through their unique voices.

‘Hunt for the Secret Superstar’ was a singing contest between the
NGO children of Maharashtra. The 1st audition was organized (in 5
different cities of Maharashtra) where 47 participants were shortlisted
by several qualified judges and were moved into the 2nd round of the
competition. The judges were enthralled by the quality of the
performances put up by the children, and 21 participants were
chosen.

The third audition filtered out 12 finalists, who are a part of our Grand
Finale. All the children were given expertise and training for five
months, by different mentors appointed by us.

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/782148660256171756/
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Grand Finale:
HUNT FOR THE SECRET SUPERSTAR
21ST AUGUST ,  2021

THE GRAND FINALE
On August 21, 2021, The grand finale of the Hunt for the Secret Superstar competition was held in the
auditorium of Dr. DY Patil College. Well-known singers Vaishali Samant, Shadab Faridi, and Altamash Faridi were
the judges for this grand finale.

The grand finale was attended by well-known singer Avadhoot Gupte (as a guest of honor), Pimpri Chinchwad
Police Commissioner Krishna Prakash, Silver Group founder, Santosh Barne, Women and Child Development
Commissioner, Rahul More, Care for You founder, CA Payal Sarda Rathi and CA Roshan Rathi. The program was
moderated by renowned anchor Mr. Sachin Kumbhar.

Payal Sarda Rathi, the founder of the organization, said, "Care for You will always work to bring the artistic
talents of orphans to the world." Commissioner of Police Krishna Prakash and Silver Group's Santosh Barne
praised the work of the organization.

Revered Krishna Prakash's guidance is indispensable to the work of Care for You. He has been instrumental in
guiding the organization for the last twelve years, since its inception. During the ceremony, 24 Corona Warriors,
including doctors, police, and social activists, were felicitated.

Around Rs 1.5 lakh was given as prizes and help to 12 great singers, 3 grand winners, and 12 organizations from
which these singers came. Also, we have taken full responsibility for the music and further education of these
great winners.

Vaishali Samant, Faridi Brothers, and Avadhoot Gupte lauded the children for overcoming difficult hurdles in
life and maintaining their love for music.
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Grand Finale:
HUNT FOR THE SECRET SUPERSTAR

The show was telecasted on ZEE 24 TAAS on 6th, 8th, 10th and 13th
September 2021.

Even you missed out any of the Episodes from the Grand Finale, you can
catch up them on our You Tube channel.
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Help Provided to a Rescued Girl
5TH AUGUST ,  2021

We, at Care for you believe, giving hope and happiness to the
needy has magical powers.

Care for you sponsored and regulated a young rescued girl for her
MRI test on 3rd August, 2021 at Sassoon hospital, Pune"

A girl from Bangladesh was rescued from Ranjangaon Police
Station. As doctor prescribed her for MRI, Care for you helped her
to make it possible. 

Big thank you to Mrs. Trupti Verma for donating to this noble
cause.

Every girl
born brings
good faith
upon you.
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Online English Modules for Orphanages 
6TH AUGUST ,  2021

A child
miseducated
is a child lost

To boost the process of strengthening the NGO children's
command of the English Language, we, at Care for you are
conducting English module classes twice in a week. 

1st level commenced on 19th May 2021 and was successfully
competed in July first week. 

135 students from 11 organization across Maharashtra participated
and attempted the exam on 6th July 2021. 

Total 63 students were promoted to the next level. 

The Module 2 batch started from 05 Aug 2021.

Mrs. Rekha Sarda and Chandan Acharya helped us in teaching and
made this project successful.

Mrs. Monali Nagpure and Mrs. Sweta Patil also have miraculously
helped to coordinate and formulate these sessions.
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Stationery and Notebooks Donation Drive
for children, Belgaum
8TH SEPTEMBER 2021 A child

miseducated
is a child lost Care For You Foundation celebrated World Education Day in a

special way. We distributed stationery and notebooks to the
children of Kanbargi Sagar Slum, Belgaum. 

We believe in the comprehensive personality development of
the children and is committed to serving the lesser privileged.
Thus, we feel grateful to have provided them with Pens, Pencils,
erasers and notebooks. The 100 children from Kanbargi Sagar
Slum area Belgaum were extremely thankful and very joyous to
have received these.

Also, we have donated few stationary materials to the 10 ladies
(parents of these children) to whom care for you is training for
the basic education like writing name and signature. 

Thank you to everyone who donated in this noble cause.
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Distribution of Sanitary Napkins to the
girls of orphanages, Belgaum.
5TH SEPTEMBER 2021

Menstruation
is not a

problem, poor
menstrual
hygiene is.

As we all know the truth that only 15% women
in India have access to sanitary napkins. We, at
care for you tried to reach the other 85% and
donated 100 Sanitary Napkins to the girls from
Anmol orphanages, Belgaum on 5th September
2021.

 A big thank you to Mrs. Jaya Uppin for
supporting us in this noble cause
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Online Sugam Sangeet classes of our 12 
 kids of “Hunt for the secret superstar”
event.
1 1TH OCTOBER ,  2021

"A child who
sings is a

happy child"

We all know there is a great power in giving and Care For You is
always passionate about encouraging talent. So, to motivate and
continue the singing training of our 12 students of Hunt for the
Secret Superstar, started Sugam Sangeet (Light Music) singing
classes with Mrs. Kaveeta Waiker from Monday, 11 oct 2021.

Mrs. Kaveeta Waiker is a well-known vocalist, Sangeet Visharad in
classical music and Sugam Sangeet. She has more than 30 years’
experience in music industry & Director of Kusum Avishkar Music
Academy, Yerwada Pune. 

A big thank you to Mrs. Kaveeta Waiker to support us in this great
cause.

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/782148660256171756/
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Online Doodle Art Workshop
13TH OCTOBER ,  2021

“Art must be
life — it

must belong
to

everybody.”

Care for You foundation arranged a Doodle Art Workshop
conducted by Ms. Anushka Wagaskar for students from
WNCD organizations (orphanages) across Maharashtra on
13the Oct 2021.

Ms. Anushka is a first-year student and pursuing her BBA
from Wadia College, Pune. She has had a passion for art
since childhood.
In this session, she educated the children about the different
types of doodle art and also explained the effect it has on
health and the mind. The session helped focus and compose
students’ minds. They enjoyed the session to the fullest.

Care for You extends a warm thank you to Ms. Anushka
Wagaskar for conducting this creative session. She is
conducting these sessions weekly once.

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/782148660256171756/
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Online Dance Workshop
21ST OCTOBER ,  2021

Care for You foundation always motivates the talent and believes in the comprehensive
personality development of the children; hence we not only conduct academic classes but also
schedule various sessions to grow their talent.

From 21st October 2021, we are arranging online dance classes especially for our girls, conducted
by Ms. Apurva Dahibhate. 

Ms. Apurva is a first-year student and pursuing her B.Com. from Garware College of Commerce,
Pune. She has had a passion for dance from childhood and dancing from 5 years of her age.

In this session, she teaches simple steps of the dance. Girls from different organizations enjoy the
session to the fullest.

Care for You extends a warm thank you to Ms. Apurva Dahibhate for conducting these exciting
sessions every week.
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Science and Math's Tuition Classes for
7th & 8th standard
OCTOBER ONWARDS

Care for You foundation has always been motivated to develop the children's complete
educational personality. Thus, after English Classes, we decided to upscale our Online
Educating Segment by adding Science and Math Tuitions for Grade 7th and 8th too.

We started science classes for Grade 8th, from the 11th of October 2021. Mrs. Kaveeta
Barade has been taking these.

And we also started Math Tuitions for Grade 7th, from 15th October 2021, taught by Mrs.
Vaishnavi Dhakane.

Mrs. Minal Nikam is taking regular science classes for 7th standard students from July.

A big thank you to Mrs. Kaveeta Barade, Vaishnavi Dhakane & Minal Nikam  to support us
and conducting these classes weekly twice. 

KAVITA BARADE                          VAISHNAVI DHAKANE 

MINAL NIKAM
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There is no single rule as how to behave with children and so ,there is no specific
rule as how to speak with children but, there are various angles where a parents 
 can speak to children or teachers may speak to students.
 There are various approaches of parents like, 'be firm but not rude 'here,parents
need to have a lot of patience and self understanding that is firmness is  strength
and depth of words for betterment of child and ,if parents are rude children will
imitate same.
Sometimes parents have to raise voice with the tact  of being soft, once child listens
so, as to bring awareness about consequences in future and also to avoid mistakes
and bring a limitation to something which is wrong.For instance screen time or it
may be limiting unacceptable behaviour such as backanswering.
 Parents sometimes hit on  back or hold ears  of child so as to make child accept his
/ her mistake and stop it right there.
There are various angles as how to speak to child .There is special language
between parents and children  which is called language of affection wherein,
parents need to take initiative overall development of children.
A parent must make simple conversation a special priority. A day without
conversation is day lost and it takes parents away from children .Parents must make
a point to talk with children  about experiences of children or atleast ask about
what were the special and crucial things of the day it will make a child comfortable
and relieved and this will inculcate faith in the children.
     While having conversation it must have both the ways open for free flow of
thoughts and  an equal opportunity must be given to both the teams hence both the
teams must listen too .Here, parents are more known to facts as they have already 
 experienced many situations of life .while listenining parents must go back to level
of kids phyisically and morally too.

An angle on how children should be
spoken to.
BY ARPITA JAIS INGH

OUR FAMOUS BLOGS
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An angle on how children should be spoken to.
BY ARPITA

 

OUR FAMOUS BLOGS

 Often parents interupt a child while he or she is sharing a story or situation and
so, child looses interest of sharing ,even parents or teachers many a times teach
them a lesson or give suggestions and child forgets to share.Every grown up person
must have patience of listening and advice can be given after listening to a
situation completely.
Along with effective listening parents should have absorption of thoughts of a child
if parents dont accept the child ,the child will never share feelings or problems
.Parents must explain in a very normal tone, the behaviour, which is acceptable and
which is not acceptable like destruction, violence, bullying which can be a big
hindrance in character Building and development of personality but, if these things
are not accepted while speaking, the doors of dialogue and improvement are closed.
We must make child so comfortable that he or she is not scared of accepting the
mistake and if accepted the punishments should be one which is indirectly related
to Childs improvement.
Parents must consider children as they are considered by their friends who help to
keep secrets, to motivate ,to participate every job assigned to them may be house
chores or school job, partnership really works just like Shankar Ehsan Loy
Language with children must not be dominating always neither should it be ruling it
should not start with sentences like "I want you to do this."..or "you should do like
this...... "rather it should be language of togetherness and responsibility like "We
must look upon it ."or "can we do this way..."it it should develop thinking of child
for solutions. Child should think about the consequences like " May be can we do
one thing can we can study for some time and then play because we are having
tests....." should be filled open ended questions. choice of the questions made by
parents should be such that the ball is in right court. Parents must check if child is
responding and accepting right thing or not If not then change the action may be to
a tougher level .Preteens must be given choices ,sometimes in written through
sticky notes small notes to encourage them. Many a times language of Expression
or sign also works.
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An angle on how children should be spoken to.
BY ARPITA

 

OUR FAMOUS BLOGS

 After all such angles, behavior must come into action be it home or anywhere code
of conduct needs to be followed. Many times parents nag at home and then same
behavior is followed in the outside world which makes child dependent . we need to
make children independent by making aware of situations and allowing them
freedom of rewards or consequences .Hence right options with explanations must
be given as , creativity of young Minds should not be hampered nor their decision
power be weakened as well . Every elder need to be positive for not giving up on
any better thing or loosing some important aspect and parents in the same way
maintain the correct discipline with children as every thing has limitations but
negativity takes away the originality of child and in origin every child is like a
Dazzling sun having vivid qualities within.
Parents must definitely be motivator ,facilitator but in right direction and on right
time as it is rightly said 'strike the iron when it is hot' if the time is lost our future
gem can be lost but essential communication leads every path of life.

***
   

                                                                                  



 

During my summer holidays, I had gone to my aunt’s house. A big, fat wedding was
to take place and hence, each corner of the house was occupied with uncles and
aunts gossiping about all kinds of topics ranging from sports to TV serials to who
fought with who’s neighbour. As I made my way through my relatives asking me all
kinds of bizzare questions, I could hear loud hee haws nd guffaws. I went inside and
found out that my sister was being bullied. She was sitting on the floor and
sniveling.
As my eyes scanned the room, they caught sight of a white paper scribbled with the
phrase "sumo-wrestler". She was being made fun of for being fat. Is 'fat' really the
worst thing a human can be? Is it worse than 'shallow’, vindictive’, 'cruel’? In the
evening, while we were getting ready for the pre-wedding festivities, Tina aunty
plunged into the room. She was enraged and was blabbering all kinds of peculiar
sounding words in various languages. Ria followed her into the room, sobbing. Tina
aunty started complaining about how her daughter had stretch marks and how dark
skinned she was.
I was baffled at first but after I figured out the rationale behind her fury, I was
astounded! She was disgruntled about the fact that her daughter didn’t fit into the
socially constructed "36inch bust- 29inch waist 38inch hips" idea of beauty. For her,
dolling up, looking 'pretty’, defined jawline and a perfect waistline were the most
essential factors in life. She overlooked the extraordinary talent of her daughter and
the philanthropic work she did and taunted her about how she didn’t look like the
dazzling divas who pose in magazine covers. I was startled by the fact that how
deeply rooted were the unrealistic ideas of beauty.
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Images in the mirror may be
distorted by socially constructed
ideas of beauty.
BY SAGUN TIWARI

OUR FAMOUS BLOGS
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Images in the mirror may be distorted by socially
constructed ideas of beauty.
BY SAGUN TIWARI

 

OUR FAMOUS BLOGS

You don’t have the perfect skin.
You don’t have the perfect curves.
You won’t fit into a beautiful dress.
No one will marry u!
Why? because according to the society, you don’t fit right into the definition of how
others perceive beauty. The influence of media and movies has increased
substantially, leading young minds to believe that having colourful hair, wearing
rich brands, looking thinner than your peers, shopping at the most exorbitant malls
or drinking the most expensive coffee is cool. Fat-shaming and colorism are harsh
realities that create havoc with the self-esteem of women. In the race of who will
look more beautiful, we of ten leave behind self worth. People start starving
themselves just be cause someone from across the hall called them fat, they start
applying fairness creams because afterall it’s "fair and lovely".They start introducing
themselves to different kind of changes to match the gold standards set by the
society. As we scroll through social media, we see edited and divine faces of models
that makes us feel insecure about our own bodies, we start becoming conscious of
what to eat, what to wear, how to behave inorder to look 'perfect’. But the concept of
perfection is a flawed concept. We need to imbibe the fact into the minds of
teenager girls that "pretty" is not the rent that they pay to exist as girls in the
society instead we should teach them to feel confident regardless of their weight,
skin col our or stretch marks. We shouldn’t let cliche' like fair is lovely and slim is
beautiful dictate our mindsets. We have to stop adapting to the idea of pleasing
others and falling for a lifestyle that doesn’t make you feel you!
Right from the time girls hit puberty, they are meant to follow certain codes of
dressing up. These codes are fed to them at home, neighborhood and schools from
the moment they develop breasts. There is already a perfect size decided..and a size
that is more or less than that is subjected to stares and different bodily images.
Also, it is not just limited to girls, a stereotype that boys should have a muscular
body, look tall with a defined jawline. Adolescent boys have to suffer from this
unrealistic beauty standards too. If they are not able to sustain with the code, the
society won’t leave them alone because the stereotypes are well-embedded in our
collective unconscious mind.
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